
Processor-Time-Optimal Systolic ArraysPeter Cappello, �Omer E�gecio�glu, and Chris ScheimanAbstractMinimizing the amount of time and number of processors needed to perform an applicationreduces the application's fabrication cost and operation costs. A directed acyclic graph (dag)model of algorithms is used to de�ne a time-minimal schedule and a processor-time-minimalschedule. We present a technique for �nding a lower bound on the number of processors neededto achieve a given schedule of an algorithm. The application of this technique is illustrated witha tensor product computation. We then apply the technique to the free schedule of algorithmsfor matrix product, Gaussian elimination, and transitive closure. For each, we provide a time-minimal processor schedule that meets these processor lower bounds, including the one for tensorproduct.Keywords: algebraic path problem, dag, Diophantine equation, Gaussian elimination, matrix prod-uct, optimal, systolic array, tensor product, transitive closure.1 IntroductionWe consider regular array computations, often referred to as systems of uniform recurrence equations[26]. Parallel execution of uniform recurrence equations has been studied extensively, from at leastas far back as 1966 (e.g., [25, 31, 29, 7, 37, 9, 10, 38, 39, 13]). In such computations, the tasks tobe computed are viewed as the nodes of a directed acyclic graph, where the data dependencies arerepresented as arcs. Given a dag G = (N;A), a multiprocessor schedule assigns node v for processingduring step �(v) on processor �(v). A valid multiprocessor schedule is subject to two constraints:Causality: A node can be computed only when its children have been computed at previous steps.Non-conict: A processor cannot compute 2 di�erent nodes during the same time step.1



In what follows, we refer to a valid schedule simply as a schedule. A time-minimal schedule foran algorithm completes in S steps, where S is the number of nodes on a longest path in the dag. Atime-minimal schedule exposes an algorithm's maximum parallelism. That is, it bounds the numberof time steps the algorithm needs, when in�nitely many processors may be used. A processor-timeminimal schedule is a time-minimal schedule that uses as few processors as any time-minimal schedulefor the algorithm. Although only one of many performance measures, processor-time-minimality isuseful because it measures the minimum processors needed to extract the maximum parallelism froma dag. Being machine-independent, it is a more fundamental measure than those that depend on aparticular machine or architecture. This view prompted several researchers to investigate processor-time-minimal schedules for families of dags. Processor-time-minimal systolic arrays are easy todevise, in an ad hoc manner, for 2D systolic algorithms. This apparently is not the case for 3Dsystolic algorithms. There have been several publications regarding processor-time-minimal systolicarrays for fundamental 3D algorithms. Processor-time-minimal schedules for various fundamentalproblems have been proposed in the literature: Scheiman and Cappello [8, 5, 47, 44] examine thedag family for matrix product; Louka and Tchuente [33] examine the dag family for Gauss-Jordanelimination; Scheiman and Cappello [45, 46] examine the dag family for transitive closure; Benainiand Robert [3, 2] examine the dag families for the algebraic path problem and Gaussian elimination.Each of the algorithms listed in Table 1 has the property that, in its dag representation, every nodeis on a longest path: Its free schedule is its only time-minimal schedule. A processor lower bound forachieving it is thus a processor lower bound for achieving maximum parallelism with the algorithm.Table 1: Some 3D algorithms for which processor-time-minimal systolic arrays are known.Algorithm Citation Time ProcessorsAlgebraic Path Problem [3] 5n� 2 n2=3 +O(n)Gauss-Jordan elimination [33] 4n 5n2=18 +O(n)Gaussian elimination [3] 3n� 1 n2=4 +O(n)Matrix product [8, 5] 3n� 2 d3n2=4eTransitive closure [45] 5n� 4 dn2=3eTensor product this article 4n� 3 (2n2 + n)=32



Clauss, Mongenet, and Perrin [11] developed a set of mathematical tools to help �nd a processor-time-minimal multiprocessor array for a given dag. Another approach to a general solution has beenreported by Wong and Delosme [57, 58], and Shang and Fortes [48]. They present methods forobtaining optimal linear schedules. That is, their processor arrays may be suboptimal, but theyget the best linear schedule possible. Darte, Khachiyan, and Robert [13] show that such schedulesare close to optimal, even when the constraint of linearity is relaxed. Geometric/combinatorialformulations of a dag's task domain have been used in various contexts in parallel algorithm designas well (e.g., [25, 26, 31, 37, 38, 18, 17, 39, 11, 48, 54, 58]; see Fortes, Fu, and Wah [16] for a surveyof systolic/array algorithm formulations.)In x2, we present an algorithm for �nding a lower bound on the number of processors neededto achieve a given schedule of an algorithm. The application of this technique is illustrated with atensor product computation. Then, in x3, we apply the technique to the free schedule of algorithmsfor matrix product, Gaussian elimination, and transitive closure. For each, we provide a compatibleprocessor schedule that meets these processor lower bounds (i.e., a processor-time-minimal schedule)including the one for tensor product. We �nish with some general conclusions and mention someopen problems.One strength of our approach centers around the word algorithm: we are �nding processor lowerbounds not just for a particular dag, but for a linearly parameterized family of dags, representingthe in�nitely many problem sizes for which the algorithm works. Thus, the processor lower boundis not a number but a polynomial (or �nite set of polynomials) in the linear parameter used toexpress di�erent problem sizes. The formula then can be used to optimize the implementation ofthe algorithm, not just a particular execution of it. The processor lower bounds are produced by:� formulating the problem as �nding, for a particular time step, the number of processors neededby that time step as a formula for the number of integer points in a convex polyhedron,� representing this set of points as the set of solutions to a linearly parameterized set of linearDiophantine equations,� computing a generating function for the number of such solutions,� deriving a formula from the generating function.3



The ability to compute formulae for the number of solutions to a linearly parameterized set of linearDiophantine equations has other applications for nested loops [12], such as �nding the number ofinstructions executed, the number of memory locations touched, and the number of I/O operations.The strength of our algorithm|its ability to produce formulae|comes, of course, with a price:The computational complexity of the algorithm is exponential in the size of the input (the number ofbits in the coe�cients of the system of Diophantine equations). The algorithm's complexity howeveris quite reasonable given the complexity of the problem: Determining if there are any integer solutionsto the system of Diophantine equations is NP-complete [19]; we produce a formula for the numberof such solutions.Clauss and Loechner independently developed an algorithm for the problem based on Ehrhartpolynomials. In [12], they sketch an algorithm for the problem, using the \polyhedral library" ofWilde [56].2 Processor Lower BoundsWe present a general and uniform technique for deriving lower bounds:Given a parametrized dag family and a correspondingly parametrized linear schedule,we compute a formula for a lower bound on the number of processors required by theschedule.This is much more general than the analysis of an optimal schedule for a given speci�c dag. The lowerbounds obtained are good; we know of no dag treatable by this method for which the lower boundsare not also upper bounds. We believe this to be the �rst reported algorithm and its implementationfor automatically generating such formulae.The nodes of the dag typically can be viewed as lattice points in a convex polyhedron. Adding tothese constraints the linear constraint imposed by the schedule itself results in a linear Diophantinesystem of the form az = nb+ c ; (1)where the matrix a and the vectors b and c are integral, but not necessarily non-negative. Thenumber dn of solutions in non-negative integers z = [z1; z2; : : : ; zs]t to this linear system is a lower4



bound for the number of processors required when the dag corresponds to parameter n. Our algo-rithm produces (symbolically) the generating function for the sequence dn, and from the generatingfunction, a formula for the numbers dn. We do not make use of any special properties of the systemthat reects the fact that it comes from a dag. Thus in (1), a can be taken to be an arbitrary r� sintegral matrix, and b and c arbitrary integral vectors of length r. As such we actually solve a moregeneral combinatorial problem of constructing the generating function Pn�0 dntn , and a formulafor dn given a matrix a and vectors b and c, for which the lower bound computation is a specialcase. There is a large body of literature concerning lattice points in convex polytopes and numerousinteresting results: see for example Stanley [50] for Ehrhart polynomials (Clauss and Loechner [12]use these), and Sturmfels [51, 52] for vector partitions and other mathematical treatments. Ourresults are based mainly on MacMahon [34, 36], and Stanley [49].2.1 Example: Tensor productWe examine the dag family for the 4D mesh: the n � n � n � n directed mesh. This family isfundamental, representing a communication-localized version of the standard algorithm for Tensorproduct (also known as Kronecker product). The Tensor product is used in many mathematicalcomputations, including multivariable spline blending and image processing [20], multivariable ap-proximation algorithms (used in graphics, optics, and topography) [28], as well as many recursivealgorithms [27].The Tensor product of an n�m matrix A and a matrix B is:A
B = 26664 a11B a12B : : : a1mB: : :an1B an2B : : : anmB 37775The 4D mesh also represents other algorithms, such as the least common subsequence problem[23, 22], for 4 strings, and matrix comparison (an extension of tuple comparison [24]). An exampledag is shown in Figure 1, for n = 3.2.1.1 The dagThe 4D mesh can be de�ned as follows. Gn = (Nn; An), where� Nn = f(i; j; k; l) j 0 � i; j; k; l � n� 1g. 5



� An = f[(i; j; k; l); (i0; j0; k0; l0)] j(i; j; k; l) 2 Nn; (i0; j0; k0; l0) 2 Nn and exactly 1 of the followingconditions holds:1. i0 = i+ 1; j0 = j; k0 = k; l0 = l;2. j0 = j + 1; i0 = i; k0 = k; l0 = l;3. k0 = k + 1; i0 = i; j0 = j; l0 = l;4. l0 = l+ 1; i0 = i; j0 = j; k0 = k:g2.1.2 The parametric linear Diophantine system of equationsThe computational nodes are de�ned by non-negative integral 4-tuples (i; j; k; l) satisfyingi � n� 1j � n� 1k � n� 1l � n� 1 :Introducing nonnegative integral slack variables s1; s2; s3; s4 � 0, we obtain the equivalent linearDiophantine system describing the computational nodes asi + s1 = n� 1j + s2 = n� 1k + s3 = n� 1l + s4 = n� 1A linear schedule for the corresponding dag is given by �(i; j; k; l) = i+j+k+ l+1. For this problem� ranges from 1 to 4n� 3. The computational nodes about halfway through the completion of theschedule satisfy the additional constrainti+ j + k + l = 2n� 2
6
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Figure 1: The 4-dimensional cubical mesh, for n = 3.
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Adding this constraint we obtain the augmented Diophantine systemi + j + k + l = 2n� 2i + s1 = n� 1j + s2 = n� 1k + s3 = n� 1l + s4 = n� 1 (2)
Therefore, a lower bound for the number of processors needed for the Tensor Product problemis the number of solutions to (2). The corresponding Diophantine system is az = nb+ c where

a = 26666666664 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 1 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 1 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
37777777775 ; b = 26666666664 21111

37777777775 ; c = 26666666664 �2�1�1�1�1
37777777775 (3)

2.1.3 The Mathematica program input & outputOnce the Mathematica program DiophantineGF.m for this computation1 has been loaded by thecommand << DiophantineGF.m, the user may request examples and help in its usage. The programessentially requires three arguments a;b; c of the Diophantine system (1). The main computationis performed by the call DiophantineGF[a;b; c]. The output is the (rational) generating functionf(t) = Pn�0 dntn, where dn is the number of solutions z � 0 to (1). After the computation off(t) by the program, the user can execute the command formula, which produces formulas for dnin terms of binomial coe�cients (with certain added divisibility restrictions), and in terms of theordinary power basis in n when such a formula exists. The command formulaN[c] evaluates dnfor n = c. If needed, the generating function f(t) computed by the program subsequently can bemanipulated by various Mathematica commands, such as Series[].The DiophantineGF run on the data for the Tensor product problem gives (verbatim)In[1]:= << DiophantineGF.mLoaded. Type "help" for instructions, "example" for examples.In[2]:= a = {{1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0},{1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0},1http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~omer/personal/abstracts/DiophantineGF.m8



{0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0},{0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0},{0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1}};In[3]:= b = {2,1,1,1,1}; c = {-2,-1,-1,-1,-1};In[4]:= DiophantineGF[a,b,c]2t (1 + t)Out[4]= ----------4(-1 + t)In[5]:= formulaBinomial Formula : C[n, 3] + 2 C[1 + n, 3] + C[2 + n, 3]2n (1 + 2 n )Power Formula : ------------3Therefore 2n33 + n3is a processor lower bound for the Tensor Product problem.2.2 General FormulationWe now generalize this example and consider the problem of computing a lower bound for the numberof processors needed to satisfy a given linear schedule. That is, we show how to automaticallyconstruct a formula for the number of lattice points inside a linearly parameterized family of convexpolyhedra, by automatically constructing a formula for the number of solutions to the correspondinglinearly parameterized system of linear Diophantine equations. The algorithm for doing this and itsimplementation is, we believe, a signi�cant contribution.The use of linear Diophantine equations is well-motivated: the computations of an inner loopare typically de�ned over a set of indices that can be described as the lattice points in a convexpolyhedron. Indeed, in two languages, SDEF [14] and Alpha [54], one expressly de�nes domains ofcomputation as the integer points contained in some programmer-speci�ed convex polyhedron.The general setting exempli�ed by the Tensor Product problem is as follows: Suppose a is anr � s integral matrix, and b and c are integral vectors of length r. Suppose further that, for every
9



n � 0, the linear Diophantine system az = nb+ c, i.e.a11z1 + a12z2 + : : : + a1szs = b1n+ c1a21z1 + a22z2 + : : : + a2szs = b2n+ c2... ... ... = ...ar1z1 + ar2z2 + : : : + arszs = brn+ cr (4)in the non-negative integral variables z1; z2; : : : ; zs has a �nite number of solutions. Let dn denotethe number of solutions for n. The generating function of the sequence dn is f(t) = Pn�0 dntn.For a linear Diophantine system of the form (4), f(t) is always a rational function, and we providean algorithm to compute f(t) symbolically. The Mathematica program implementing the algorithmalso constructs a formula for the numbers dn from this generating function.Given a nested for loop, the procedure to follow is informally as follows:1. Write down the node space as a system of linear inequalities. The loop bounds must be a�nefunctions of the loop indices. The domain of computation is represented by the set of latticepoints inside the convex polyhedron, described by this system of linear inequalities.2. Eliminate unnecessary constraints by translating the loop indices (so that 0 � i � n � 1 asopposed to 1 � i � n, for example). The reason for this is that the inequality 0 � i is implicitin our formulation, whereas 1 � i introduces an additional constraint.3. Transform the system of inequalities to a system of equalities by introducing non-negativeslack variables, one for each inequality.4. Augment the system with a linear schedule for the associated dag, \frozen" in some intermedi-ate time value: � = �(n); In other words, we augment the linear system with a parameterizedconstraint that speci�es a hyperplane. Points that are in the polyhedron and also are in thishyperplane are scheduled to execute on the same time step, and hence require di�erent proces-sors. This number of processors is a lower bound on the number of processors needed for theentire computation.5. Run the program DiophantineGF.m on the resulting data. The program calculates the ratio-nal generating function f(t) = P dntn, where dn is the number of solutions to the resultinglinear system of Diophantine equations, and produces a formula for dn.10



2.3 The AlgorithmWe demonstrate the algorithm on a speci�c instance, and sketch its proof. Consider the linearDiophantine system z1 � 2z2 = nz1 + z2 = 2n (5)in which z1 and z2 are non-negative integers. Let dn denote the number of solutions to (5). Associateindeterminates �1 and �2 to the �rst and the second equations, respectively, and also indeterminatest1 and t2 to the �rst and the second columns of the system. Consider the product of the geometricseries R = 11� �11�12t1 11� ��21 �12t2 = 0@X�1�0(�11�12t1)�11A0@X�2�0(��21 �12t2)�21Awhere the exponents of �1 and �2 in the �rst factor are the coe�cients in the �rst column and theexponents of �1 and �2 in the second factor are the coe�cients in the second column. Individualterms arising from this product are of the form��1�2�21 ��1+�22 t�11 t�22 ; (6)where �1; �2 are non-negative integers. Following Cayley, MacMahon [35] makes use of the operator
= which picks out those terms (6) in the power series expansion whose exponents of �1 and �2 areboth equal to zero (this is the �-free part of the expansion). Thus, the contribution of the term in(6) to 
=(R) is non-zero if and only if the exponents of �1 and �2 are equal to zero. If this is thecase, the contribution is t�11 t�22 if and only if z1 = �1 and z2 = �2 is a solution2 to the homogeneoussystem z1 � 2z2 = 0z1 + z2 = 0 (7)This means, in particular, that what MacMahon calls the \crude" generating function of the solutionsto the homogeneous system (7) is 11� �11�12t1 11� ��21 �12t2 ;2There is only a single solution to (7) in this case, but this does not e�ect the general nature of the demonstrationof the algorithm on this example. 11



and 
= � 1(1� �11�12t1)(1� ��21 �12t2)� =X t�11 t�22where the summation is over all solutions z1 = �1 and z2 = �2 of (7). Let Rn = ��n1 ��2n2 R; wherethe exponents of �1 and �2 are the negatives of the right hand sides of �rst and the second equationsof (5), respectively. Then 
=(Rn) =X t�11 t�22where now the summation is over all non-negative integral solutions z1 = �1, z2 = �2 of (5), sincegeneric terms arising from the expansion of R are now of the form��1�2�2�n1 ��1+�2�2n2 t�11 t�22 :If we let t1 = t2 = 1, then 
=(Rn) specializes to the number of solutions dn to (5). Let L denotethe substitution operator that sets each ti equal to 1. Then dn = L 
=(Rn), and the operator 
=commutes both with L operation and addition of series. Thus,f(t) = Xn�0L
=(Rn) tn= 
= 0@Xn�0L(Rn) tn1A (8)= 
= 0@ 1(1� �1�2)(1� ��21 �2)Xn�0��n1 ��2n2 tn1A : (9)Since Xn�0��n1 ��2n2 tn = 11� ��11 ��22 t ; (10)the generating function f(t) can be obtained by applying the operator 
= to the crude generatingfunction F = 1(1� �1�2)(1� ��21 �2)(1� ��11 ��22 t) : (11)Now, we make use of the identity that appears in Stanley [49] for the computation of the homo-geneous case above, namely1(1�A)(1�B) = 1(1�AB)(1�A) + 1(1�AB)(1�B) � 11�AB : (12)12



We demonstrate the usage of this identity on the example at hand. Taking the �rst two factorsof (11) as (1�A)�1 and (1�B)�1 (i.e. A = �1�2, B = ��21 �2 ), and using (12),F = 1(1� ��11 �22)(1� �1�2)(1� ��11 ��22 t) (13)+ 1(1� ��11 �22)(1� ��21 �2)(1� ��11 ��22 t)� 1(1� ��11 �22)(1� ��11 ��22 t)which we can write as F = F1 + F2 � F3, where F1; F2, and F3 denote the three summands above.By additivity, f(t) = 
=(F ) = 
=(F1) + 
=(F2)� 
=(F3) :Continuing this way by using the identity (12), this time on F3 with (1 � A)�1 and (1 � B)�1 asthe two factors, we obtain the expansionF3 = 1(1� ��21 t)(1� ��11 �22) + 1(1� ��21 t)(1� ��11 ��22 t) � 1(1� ��21 t)= F31 + F32 � F33 : (14)Call a product of the form �1(1�A)(1�B) � � � (1� Z) (15)that may arise during this process uniformly-signed if the exponents of �1 that appear in A, B; : : : ; Zare either all non-negative, or all non-positive; the exponents of �2 that appear in A, B; : : : ; Z areeither all non-negative, or all non-positive, etc.. Clearly if U is such a uniformly-signed product,then 
=(U) is obtained from U by discarding the factors which are not purely functions of t, as therecan be no \cross cancellation" of any of the terms coming from di�erent expansions into geometricseries of the factors (1�A)�1, (1�B)�1; : : : ; (1� Z)�1 of U .The idea, then, is to use identity (12) repeatedly using pairs of appropriate factors in such a waythat the resulting products of the form (15) that arise are all uniformly-signed. The contributionof a uniformly-signed product to f(t) is simply the product of the terms in it that are functions oft only, and all other factors can be ignored. Each of the summands of F3 given in (14) above, for13



example, are uniformly signed. Since neither term contains a factor which is a pure function of t,the contribution of each is zero.The problem is to pick the (1�A)�1, (1�B)�1 pairs at each step appropriately to make sure thatthe process eventually ends with uniformly-signed products only. This cannot be done arbitrarily,however. For example in the application of the identity (12) to1(1� ��11 �12)(1� �21�12)(1� �11��12 ) (16)with 1�A = 1���11 �12 and 1�B = 1��21�12 (in which the �1 exponents have opposite sign), oneof the three terms produced by the identity to be further processed is1(1� ��11 �12)(1� �11�22)(1� �11��12 ) :Continuing with the choice 1�A = 1� �11�22 , and 1�B = 1� �11��12 (in which the �2 exponentshave opposite sign), one of the three terms produced is1(1� ��11 �12)(1� �21�12)(1� �11��12 ) ;which is identical to (16). In particular the weight argument in Stanley [49] does not result in analgorithm unless the �i are processed to completion in a �xed ordering of the indices i (e.g. �rst allexponents of �1 are made same signed, then those of �2, etc.)Accordingly, we use the following criterion: Given a term of the form (15), pick the �i withthe smallest i for which a negative and a positive exponent appears among A, B; : : : ; Z. Use twoextremes (i.e. maximum positive and minimum negative exponents) of such opposite signed factors(1�A)�1 and (1� B)�1 of the current term in (15), and apply identity (12) with this choice of Aand B. This computational process results in a ternary tree whose leaves are functions of t only,after the application of the operator 
= . The generating function f(t) can then be read o� as the(signed) sum of the functions that appear at the leaf nodes. The reader can verify that the exampleat hand results in the generating functionf(t) = 1(1� t)(1 + t+ t2)after the functions of t at the leaf nodes of the resulting ternary tree are summed up and necessaryalgebraic simpli�cations are carried out. 14



In the case above, c = 0. Now, we consider the more general case with c 6= 0. These are theinstances for which the description and the proof of the algorithm is not much harder, but the extracomputational e�ort required justi�es the use of a symbolic algebra package.As an example, consider the Diophantine systemz1 � 2z2 = n� 2z1 + z2 = 2n+ 3 (17)As before, let dn be the number of solutions to (17) in non-negative integers z1; z2, and let f(t) bethe generating function of the dn. As in the derivation of the identity (9) for f(t), this time weobtain f(t) = 
= 0@ 1(1� �1�2)(1� ��21 �2)Xn�0��n+21 ��2n�32 tn1A : (18)Since Xn�0��n+21 ��2n�32 tn = �21��321� ��11 ��22 t ;the generating function f(t) is obtained by applying the operator 
= to the crude generating functionF = �21��32(1� �1�2)(1� ��21 �2)(1� ��11 ��22 t) : (19)Now, we proceed as before using the identity (12), ignoring the numerator for the time being. Itis no longer true that there can be no \cross cancellation" of any of the terms coming from di�erentexpansions into geometric series of the factors (1� A)�1, (1�B)�1; : : : ; (1� Z)�1 in a product Uof the form (15) even if the term is uniformly-signed. It could be that the exponents of all of the �1that appear in U are negative, and the exponents of all of the �2 that appear in U are all positive,but there can be ��free terms arising from the expansions of the products that involve �'s, sincethe numerator �21��32 can cancel terms of the form ��21 �32tk that may be produced if we expandthe factors into geometric series and multiply. The application of 
= would then contribute tk fromthis term to the �nal result coming from U , for example. The important observation is that thegeometric series expansion of the terms that involve � in U need not be carried out past powers of�1 larger than 2, and past powers of �2 smaller than �3. This means that we need to keep track ofonly a polynomial in �1; �2 and t before the application of 
= to �nd the �-free part contributed bythis leaf node. In this case, this contribution may involve a polynomial in t as well. Therefore whenc 6= 0, we need to calculate with truncated Taylor expansions at the leaf nodes of the computation15



tree. It is this aspect of the algorithm that is handled most e�ciently (in terms of coding e�ort) bya symbolic algebra package such as Mathematica.2.4 Complexity and remarksSome detailed remarks concerning implementation are given in [6], which, for reasons of space, weomit here.The number of leaves in the generated ternary tree is exponential in n =Pfaig jaij, where faigis the set of coe�cients describing the set of Diophantine equations. The depth of recursion can bereduced somewhat, when the columns to be used are picked carefully. It is also possible to prunethe tree when the input vector c determines that there can be no �-free terms resulting from thecurrent matrix (e.g., some row is all strictly positive or all negative with c = 0, or the row elementsare weakly negative but the corresponding ci is positive, etc.). Furthermore, the set of coe�cientsdescribing the Diophantine system coming from an array computation is not unique. Translatingthe polyhedron, and omitting superuous constraints (i.e., not in their transitive reduction) reducesthe algorithm's work. Additional preprocessing may be possible (e.g., via some unitary transform).The fact that the algorithm has worst case exponential running time is not surprising however;the simpler computation: \Are any processors scheduled for a particular time step?", which isequivalent to \Is a particular coe�cient of the series expansion of the generating function non-zero?" is already known to be an NP-complete problem [42, 19]. This computational complexity isfurther ameliorated by the observation that, since a formula can be automatically produced from thegenerating function, it needs to be constructed only once for a given algorithm. In practice, arrayalgorithms typically have a description that is su�ciently succinct to make this automated formulaproduction feasible.3 Processor Upper BoundsMinimizing the amount of time and number of processors needed to perform an application reducesthe application's fabrication cost and operation costs. This can be important in applications whereminimizing the size and energy of the hardware is critical, such as space applications and consumerelectronics. In this section, we present schedules that are processor-time-minimal. They are exact,16



not just asymptotic.Again, for each of the dags discussed below, the free schedule is its only time-minimal schedule.A processor lower bound for achieving it is thus a processor lower bound for achieving maximumparallelism with the algorithm, not just one schedule for it, much less one instance of one schedulefor it (i.e., one value of n for one parameterized schedule)3.1 Matrix Product3.1.1 ProblemProgram fragment: The standard program fragment for computing the matrix product C = A�B,where A and B are given n� n matrices is given below.for i = 0 to n� 1 do:for j = 0 to n� 1 do:C[i; j] 0;for k = 0 to n� 1 do:C[i; j] C[i; j] +A[i; k] � B[k; j];endfor;endfor;endfor;Dag: The cube-shaped 3D mesh (i.e., the n� n� n mesh) can be de�ned as follows.Gn�n�n = (N;A), where� N = f(i; j; k) j 1 � i; j; k � ng.� A = f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k0)] j where exactly 1 of the following conditions holds1. i0 = i+ 12. j0 = j + 13. k0 = k + 1for 1 � i; j; k � ng. 17



3.1.2 Lower boundParameterized linear Diophantine system of equations: The computational nodes are de-�ned by non-negative integral triplets (i; j; k) satisfyingi � n� 1j � n� 1k � n� 1 :Mathematica input/output: The DiophantineGF run for even n givesIn[1]:= << DiophantineGF.mLoaded. Type "help" for instructions, "example" for examples.In[2]:= a = {2,2,2,0,0,0},{1,0,0,1,0,0},{0,1,0,0,1,0},{0,0,1,0,0,1}};In[3]:= b = {3,1,1,1}; c = {-2,-1,-1,-1};In[4]:= DiophantineGF[a, b, c]2 2-3 t (1 + t )Out[4]= ------------------3 3(-1 + t) (1 + t)In[5]:= formula -9 + n -7 + nBinomial Formula : (-3 (3 C[2 + ------, 2] - 7 C[2 + ------, 2] +2 2-5 + n -4 + n -3 + n> 5 C[2 + ------, 2] - 8 C[2 + ------, 2] + 15 C[2 + ------, 2] -2 2 2-2 + n> 8 C[2 + ------, 2] - 3 C[-4 + n, 2] + 9 C[-3 + n, 2] -2> 11 C[-2 + n, 2] + 9 C[-1 + n, 2] - 8 C[n, 2])) / 16Recall that C[x; k] denotes the binomial coe�cient �xk� = x!k!(x�k)! when x is a non-negativeinteger, and zero otherwise. This means that in the above formula C[2+ (n� 9)=2; 2] vanishesfor even n, for example. In this way the formula simpli�es to34n2; (n even):18



For odd n we obtain the generating function and the formula below:3-6 tOut[4]= ------------------3 3(-1 + t) (1 + t)and a similar formula, which simpli�es to34n2 � 34 ; (n odd):These cases can be combined to obtain the processor lower bound b 34n2c.3.1.3 Upper boundSchedule: The map m : N 7! Z3 (i.e., from nodes to processor-time) can be de�ned formally asfollows. 0BBB@ timespace1space2 1CCCA = 0BBB@ t(i; j; k)s1(i; j; k)s2(i; j; k) 1CCCA ;wheret(i; j; k) = i+ j + k � 2s1(i; j) = (i+ j � dn=2e � 1) mod ns2(i; j) =8>>><>>>: i� j; if n is even or dn=2e+ 1 � i+ j � d3n=2ei� j + 1; if n is odd and dn=2e+ 1 > i+ ji� j � 1; if n is odd and i+ j > d3n=2eProof of optimality: [5].3.2 Gaussian Elimination3.2.1 ProblemWe examine the dag family for the Gaussian elimination algorithm. One use of this algorithm is totransform a linear system Ax = b into an upper-triangular system Ux = c. In this algorithm, thereis no pivoting and the vector b is transformed as well as the matrix A. This dag is a subgraph of ann� (n+ 1)� n rectilinear mesh. An example dag is shown in Figure 2, for n = 5.The Gaussian elimination dag can be de�ned as follows. Gn = (N;A), where19



� N = f(i; j; k) j 0 � i � n� 1; 0 � j � n; 0 � k � min(i; j)g.� A = f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k0)] j(i; j; k) 2 N; (i0; j0; k0) 2 N and exactly 1 of the following conditionsholds:1. i0 = i+ 1; j0 = j; k0 = k;2. j0 = j + 1; i0 = i; k0 = k;3. k0 = k + 1; i0 = i; j0 = j:g3.2.2 Lower BoundThe longest directed path in the dag clearly has (n + 1) + (n � 1) + (n � 1) = 3n� 1 nodes. Anytime-minimal schedule of the Gaussian elimination dag Gn requires at least dn2=4+n=2e processors.For Gaussian Elimination without pivoting of an n� n matrix the Diophantine system is az =Nb+ c where a = 26666666664 1 1 1 0 0 0 01 �1 0 1 0 0 00 1 0 0 1 0 01 0 �1 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 0 0 1
37777777775 : (20)Here b = [3; 0; 2; 0; 2]t and c = [�2;�1;�1;�1;�1]t, for n = 2N . The generating function computedis t2(3 + t)(1� t)3(1 + t) :The actual formula that DiophantineGF.m produces for the coe�cient of tN in the expansionof this function is(3C[(N � 2)=2; 0]� C[(N � 4)=2; 0]� 2C[(N � 3)=2; 0])=8 + (21)(C[N � 3; 2] + 3C[(N � 2)=2; 0]� C[N � 2; 2]� 5C[N � 1; 2] + 21C[N; 2])=8However, note that C[x; 0] = 0 unless x is an integer. This means that3C[(N � 2)=2; 0]� C[(N � 4)=2; 0]� 2C[(N � 3)=2; 0] = 8<: 2 N even;�2 N odd:20
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Figure 2: The Gaussian elimination dag, for n = 5.
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Simplifying the other binomial coe�cients in (21), we get the lower bound for n = 2N as2N2 �N2 if N is even; 2N2 �N � 12 if N is odd;which can be combined into b 2N2�N2 c for n = 2N . When n = 2N + 1, c = [�1;�1; 0;�1; 0]t and aand b are the same as above. The generating function computed by the program ist(1 + 3t)(1� t)3(1 + t) :Simplifying the automatically produced formula as before,(C[(N � 1)=2; 0]� 3C[(N � 3)=2; 0] + 2C[(N � 2)=2; 0])=8 +(3C[N � 2; 2]� 11C[N � 1; 2] + 17C[N; 2] + 7C[N + 1; 2])=8;we obtain 2N2 �N2 if N is even; 2N2 �N � 12 if N is odd:Therefore the lower bound for n = 2N + 1 is also b 2N2�N2 c. Combining with the previous case, weobtain the processor lower bound bbn2 c(2bn2 c � 1)2 cfor n� n Gaussian elimination without pivoting for arbitrary n.3.2.3 Upper BoundA. Benaini and Yves Robert [3, 2] presented a processor-time-minimal solution for Gaussian elimi-nation via an example solution for n = 9, which is generalizable for odd n. The mapping below is aformal generalization of their approach, and is valid for all n 2 N .We map the 3D mesh onto a 2D mesh of processors with map m : Nn 7! N 3. Given a mesh node(i; j; k) 2 Nn, m(i; j; k) produces a time step (its �rst component), and a processor location (its last2 components). The map m can be de�ned as follows.m0BBB@ ijk 1CCCA = 0BBB@ time�1�2 1CCCA = 0BBB@ �(i; j; k)�1(i; j)�2(i; j) 1CCCA ;where22



�(i; j; k) = i+ j + k;�1(i; k) = 8>>><>>>: bn=2c � i+ k if i < dn=2e � 1i� dn=2e if i � dn=2e � 1 and k � dn=2e and n eveni� dn=2e+ 1 if i � dn=2e � 1 and (k < dn=2e or n odd)�2(i; k) = 8<: i+ 1 if i < dn=2e � 1k mod dn=2e if i � dn=2e � 1The geometrical interpretation of this mapping is as follows:Each j-column of nodes is computed by the same processor. Each processor computes 1 to 3columns of nodes.We divide the columns into three regions: two triangles and a rectangle as shown in Figure 3.The rectangular region de�nes the processor space: That is, every column of nodes in the rectanglewill be computed by a distinct processor. We then map the remaining columns onto these processors.The top triangle is mapped using a simple mod function, shown in the term �2(i; k) = k moddn=2e. The other triangle, labeled ABC in Figure 3, is �tted into the top right portion of therectangle after linearly transforming it. In Figure 3, triangle abc is the transformed triangle, withcolumn A mapping to the same processor as column a, etc.3.3 Transitive Closure3.3.1 ProblemAho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [1] de�ne transitive closure as follows:\Suppose our cost matrix C is just the adjacency matrix for the given digraph. Thatis, C[i; j] = 1 if there is an arc from i to j, and 0 otherwise. We wish to compute thematrix A such that A[i; j] = 1 if there is a path of length one or more from i to j, and 0otherwise. A is often called the transitive closure of the adjacency matrix."Perhaps the best known parallel algorithm for transitive closure is by Guibas, Kung, and Thomp-son [21, 53], operating on a toroidally connected mesh. This problem has seen progress in the researchof Rote [41], Robert and Trystram [40], Benaini, Robert, and Tourancheau [4], and Kung, Lo, andLewis [30]. This last algorithm (the KLL algorithm) is a clever reindexing of the Floyd-Warshall[55, 15] algorithm (see also [32]). It is the KLL algorithm which is analyzed below.23
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Figure 3: The Gaussian elimination dag for n = 12, projected along the j-axis. The rectangularregion de�nes the processor space. The remaining columns, which form two triangles, are mappedinto the rectangular region to complete the processor allocation.
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The KLL dependence dag [30] for computing the transitive closure, illustrated in Fig. 4, can bede�ned as follows.Gtc(n) = (N;A), where� N = f(i; j; k) j 1 � i; j; k � ng.� A =f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k)] j where i0 = i+ 1 exclusive-or j0 = j + 1, for 1 � i; j; k < ngS f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k0)] j i0 = i� 1; j0 = j � 1; k0 = k + 1 for 1 < i; j � n, 1 � k < ngS f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k0)] j i0 = i� 1; j0 = j = n; k0 = k + 1 for 1 < i � n, 1 � k < ngS f[(i; j; k); (i0; j0; k0)] j i0 = i = n; j0 = j � 1; k0 = k + 1 for 1 < j � n, 1 � k < ng.3.3.2 Lower BoundThe longest directed path in this dag has 5n� 4 nodes (see [30]). Any time-minimal schedule of theGtc(n) dag requires at least ln23 m processors.3.3.3 Upper BoundSchedule: The schedule depends on n mod 3. We show the schedule for the case where n mod 3 = 0.The remaining cases, as well as the proofs of optimality are found in [46].The map m0 : N 7! Z3 (i.e., from nodes to spacetime) can be de�ned formally as follows.0BBB@ timespace1space2 1CCCA = 0BBB@ �(i; j; k)�1(j; k)�2(j) 1CCCA ;where�(i; j; k) = 3(k � 1) + i+ j � 1�1(j; k) = k0 = dn=2e � b j�13 c+ (k � (dn=2e � b j�13 c)) mod n3�2(j) = j0 = jFor this mapping, �(i; j; k) is found by examining the dag of Fig. 4. It is the earliest time aparticular node can be processed. �1(j; k) is the mod n=3 function, with an o�set to assure that the�rst processor of the top row is located in the middle k column.25
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Figure 4: The dag Gtc(6). Each node is labeled with its time step in a time minimal schedule.Maximal concurrent sets (with 12 nodes) are associated with time steps 9{18. Such time steps arereferred to as processor maximal. The black nodes comprise the maximal concurrent set for processormaximal time step 12.
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The mapping is done with a simple mod n3 function applied along the k axis. There are n=3real processors for each k-row. For a particular row, the remaining 2n=3 columns map to the n=3real processors such that krealmod n=3 = kremainingmod n=3. Thus, each real processor handles3 columns: its �rst column �nishes execution just before its second column begins execution, andits second column �nishes execution just before its third column begins execution (i.e., schedulingconstraints are met). For the example in Fig. 5, we use a (mod12=3) function so that each of theremaining 2 � 12=3 columns per row are mapped to a processor. The connectivity implied by thismapping requires, for example, that the processor assigned to column A must communicate directlyto the processor assigned to column D. To realize these boundary connections, we map the array ofFig. 5 onto the surface of a cylinder.Proof of optimality: [43].Processor layout: The processor layout is shown in Figure 5, as described above.3.4 Tensor Product3.4.1 Upper BoundThe processor lower bound for any time-minimal schedule for this computation was presented in x2:directed mesh clearly has 4n�3 nodes. Any time-minimal schedule of the 4D mesh requires at least(2=3)n3 + n=3 processors.We now show that there is a systolic array that achieves this lower bound for processor-time-minimal multiprocessor schedules.We map the 4D mesh onto a 3D mesh of processors with map m : Nn 7! N 4. Given a mesh node(i; j; k; l) 2 Nn, m(i; j; k; l) produces a time step (its �rst component), and a processor location (itslast 3 components). The map m is de�ned as follows.m0BBBBBB@ ijkl
1CCCCCCA = 0BBBBBB@ time�1�2�3

1CCCCCCA = 0BBBBBB@ �(i; j; k; l)�1(i; j; k)�2(i; j; k)�3(i; j; k)
1CCCCCCA ;where
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Figure 5: Gtc(12), viewed along the i axis. Each entry (i.e., i-column) is indicated by the intervalof time steps for its 12 nodes. Circled i-columns contain a processor maximal time step, tm = 27.These circled columns also represent the processors.28



�(i; j; k; l) = i+ j + k + l;�1(i; j; k) = i+ j + k � 1 mod n�2(i; j; k) = 8>>><>>>: 2j + k � n+ 2 if i+ j + k < n� 1i� j if n� 1 � i+ j + k � 2n� 22j + k � 2n+ 1 if 2n� 2 < i+ j + k�3(i; j; k) = 8>>><>>>: i+ j if i+ j + k < n� 1k if n� 1 � i+ j + k � 2n� 2i+ j � n+ 1 if 2n� 2 < i+ j + k. We now discuss how this mapping was derived, and also give a geometrical interpretation.One way to �nd a processor-time-minimal schedule for a 4-dimensional cubical mesh is as follows:� First, we assume that the n points (i; j; k; 0) to (i; j; k; n�1) (for every �xed i; j; k) are mappedto the same processor. This gives us n3 columns of nodes to be mapped.� As shown previously, there are at least (2=3)n3 + n=3 nodes which must be computed at thesame time step, in a time-minimal schedule. Therefore, there are (2=3)n3 + n=3 columnscontaining these nodes (since the time steps corresponding to each node in a column areunique.)We choose these (2=3)n3 + n=3 columns as our processor space. This accomplishes 2 things:(1) It assigns each of these columns of nodes to the processor that computes it, and (2) Itdetermines the shape of the 3-dimensional processor array (before any topological changes).� We then map all of the remaining n3 � (2=3)n3 + n=3 columns to the processors, withoutviolating the scheduling constraints.The mapping m was derived by following the 3 steps above. The last step has many validsolutions. We have chosen one that is convenient.The mapping m has the following geometrical interpretation:As previously mentioned, we collapse the 4-dimensional space to 3 dimensions, by only concerningourselves with (i; j; k) columns, where each of the n points in these columns is mapped to the sameprocessor. For that reason, l is not a factor in the space mapping.29
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Figure 6: The 3 regions of the 4D-mesh (after 1 dimension has been collapsed). The middle region,shaded here, is also the processor space. It is inclusively bounded by the hyperplanes i+ j+k = n�1and i+ j + k = 2n� 2. The nodes outside of the shaded region are mapped into it.We divide this 3-dimensional cube of columns into 3 regions: the tetrahedron formed by [theconvex full of] the columns below the hyperplane i+ j + k = n� 1, the tetrahedron formed by thecolumns above the hyperplane i + j + k = 2n � 2, and the remaining middle region. The middleregion is the processor space. These 3 regions are shown in Figure 6.The middle region has 2 triangular faces, along the planes i+j+k = n�1 and i+j+k = 2n�2.These 2 faces become the bottom and top layers of processors. The planes between these, de�nedby i+ j + k = c; n � 1 < c < 2n� 2, make up the remaining layers of processors, for a total of nlayers. Columns are mapped to the correct layer by the mapping function �1(i; j; k).30



We map the lower tetrahedron into the processor space by �rst translating it along the vector(1; 1; 1) until its upper face, de�ned by the plane i+j+k = n�2, lies in the same plane as the middleregion's upper face, de�ned by the plane i + j + k = 2n � 2. We then rotate the tetrahedron 180degrees about the line i = j = k, and translate it again so that the integer points of the tetrahedronlie on integer points of the middle region. This second translation is actually done on a plane byplane basis for the planes i+ j + k = c to assure a convenient mapping. These transformations aredone by the mapping functions �2(i; j; k) and �3(i; j; k).The upper tetrahedron is mapped to the processor space similarly, except that it is translateddown to the lower part of the middle region.Proof of optimality: [43].Processor layout: The processor layout is shown in Figure 6, as described above.4 ConclusionGiven a nested loop program whose underlying computation dag has nodes representable as latticepoints in a convex polyhedron, and a multiprocessor schedule for these nodes that is linear in theloop indices, we produce a formula for the number of lattice points in the convex polyhedron thatare scheduled for a particular time step (which is a lower bound on the number of processors neededto satisfy the schedule). This is done by constructing a system of parametric linear Diophantineequations whose solutions represent the lattice points of interest. Our principal contribution to lowerbounds is the algorithm and its implementation for constructing the generating function from whicha formula for the number of these solutions is produced.Several examples illustrate the relationship between nested loop programs and Diophantine equa-tions, and are annotated with the output of a Mathematica program that implements the algorithm.The algorithmic relationship between the Diophantine equations and the generating function is il-lustrated with a simple example. Proof of the algorithm's correctness is sketched, while illustratingits steps. The algorithm's time complexity is exponential. However this computational complexityshould be seen in light of two facts:� Deciding if a time step has any nodes associated with it is NP-complete; we construct a formulafor the number of such nodes; 31



� This formula is a processor lower bound, not just for one instance of a scheduled computationbut for a parameterized family of such computations.In bounding the number of processors needed to satisfy a linear multiprocessor schedule for anested loop program, we actually derived a solution to a more general linear Diophantine problem.This leads to some interesting combinatorial questions of rationality and algorithm design based onmore general system of Diophantine equations.Another direction of research concerns optimizing processor-time-minimal schedules: �ndinga processor-time-minimal schedule with the highest throughput: a period-processor-time-minimalschedule. While such a schedule has been found and proven optimal in the case of square matrixproduct [47], this area is open otherwise. Another area concerns k-dimensional meshes. We havegeneralized the square mesh lower bounds, yielding a bound for a square mesh of any �xed dimension,k. We have not however generalized our upper bound: We have no generalized square mesh schedulethat is processor-time-minimal for every k (i.e., for meshes of the form nk, where both n and k areparameters).References[1] Alfred V. Aho, John E. Hopcroft, and Je�rey. D. Ullman. The Design and Analysis of ComputerAlgorithms. Addison-Wesley Publishing Co, Reading, Mass, 1974.[2] A. Benaini and Yves Robert. Space-time-minimal systolic arrays for gaussian elimination andthe algebraic path problem. Parallel Computing, 15:211{225, 1990.[3] Abdelhamid Benaini and Yves Robert. Spacetime-minimal systolic arrays for gaussian elim-ination and the algebraic path problem. In Proc. Int. Conf. on Application Speci�c ArrayProcessors, pages 746{757, Princeton, September 1990. IEEE Computer Society.[4] Abdelhamid Benaini, Yves Robert, and B. Tourancheau. A new systolic architecture for thealgebraic path problem. In John V. McCanny, John McWhirter, and Earl E. Swartzlander Jr.,editors, Systolic Array Processors, pages 73{82, Killarney, IRELAND, May 1989. Prentice-Hall.
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